
Hi, <<First Name>>!

This week I interviewed the famous biomechanics Rodger Kram, PhD. Wow,
what an episode! Dr. Kram has been studying human biomechanics of walking
and running for a long time. So much of his work is applicable to ultra running.
We talked about arm swing, use of gluteal muscles on flat vs inclines, the
decision to run or walk on different inclines, and so much more. Here are some
of the highlights that I took away from the episode. 

The papers we talked about are linked on the show notes page. 

Power: 

An engineer might ask how much mechanical power is being generated when
we run and then calculate the metabolic energy cost of generating that power. It
turns out that’s not a very good predictor of metabolic energy cost because we
are full of ‘springs’ – our tendons and other connective tissues. Kangaroos, for
example, can hop at 10 min/mile pace or 4 min/mile pace and have the same
metabolic energy demand, possibly even less at the faster speed, due to the
high efficiency of their long and thin tendons. 

Shoe mass: 

For every 100 grams of extra shoe mass, you require an additional 1% in
oxygen consumption to maintain the same speed. But, don't think too much
about shoe weight. It's more important to wear the shoes that fit you
best. Blisters and poor protection will have a greater affect on your
performance than a little extra shoe weight. 

Shoe cushion: 

http://scienceofultra.com/podcasts/40


The amount of energy required to run is also affected by shoe
cushioning. However, the affect is highly variable among people. For some
people, more cushion results in lower energy cost of running. For others, less
cushioning results in lower energy cost. And, for some, a moderate amount of
cushioning is better than either high or low cushioning. Whether people self-
select the right cushioning for them was not assessed and remains unknown.
But, Dr. Kram recommends ignoring the amount of cushioning in favor of
choosing what feels best for you. 

Running biomechanics: 

At 33 minutes 30 seconds, Dr. Kram said that “people find the most efficient
movement pattern on their very own, without any intervention. And, when we try
to perturb them away from that pattern it costs them energy.” Don’t try to match
a particular stride length or cadence, don’t try to lean a certain way, don’t try to
hold your arms a particular way…do what’s comfortable. You will self-select the
right running mechanics for you…really. If you develop injuries, there may be
some interventions needed (as we’ll hear in the next episode, #41!). But, don’t
force yourself to pick up biomechanics that are different from what’s natural to
you if you are otherwise healthy. 

Running vs walking and flat vs uphill: 

When we run on flat ground, we have push and brake with each stride. Above a
15% incline, there is no braking force that you have to apply when running
because gravity does all of it for you. The optimal incline for a vertical kilometer
(VK) event is anywhere in the range of 25-35%; across this range, there is a
consistent energy requirement for the same rate of vertical ascent. In other
words, at a 25% incline you can run a little faster and at 35% a little slower, but
it will cost you the same amount of energy for every meter of ascent for any
incline between 25% and 35%. Energetically, the best strategy in a VK is to
alternate between running and walking during the uphill; overall you will be
faster than trying to slow run most or all of it. In an ultra, you need to minimize
energy use. Walking the uphills in an ultra is the most efficient energy-sparing
strategy. 

The contribution of the gluteal muscles in running is widely misunderstood and
often overstated. When jogging on flat ground, only about a third of
the gluteals are used. As the incline of a hill increases, the forces required shift
from the knees and ankles (and their musculature) to the hips. Therefore,
the gluteals are used much more for sprinting and for hiking steep inclines.



And, the gluteals are not used to stabilize the trunk as you may often hear. 

Arm swing: 

The outcome of 15 years of studies support a very simple conclusion: you
should not worry about your arm position or how your arms swing when you
run. Throughout the range of arm positions and arm swings (even swinging
across your body), there are negligible differences in energy cost for running
ultras. Adding weight to your arms, like handheld bottles, is a much bigger
energy cost than arm position or swing. Just do what’s comfortable for you. 

Parting words of wisdom: 

Pick the shoe that fits you best and feels the best to you, forget about anything
else. In a VK, alternate hiking with jogging to stay at your red-line. In an ultra,
hike the hills. Don’t alter your running mechanics to fit some notion of ‘optimal’;
do what comes naturally for you as long as you are not getting injuries. 

 
Science Of Ultra is a passion, and I do this for you. Please become a sustaining
partner in the Ultra Clan and support the podcast. Have a great run today!

All the Best,
Shawn
Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra

You can access all of the prior Ultra Clan Digests here.
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